To:
Recipient Name
From:
Your Name

brief

Phone:
Phone Number
Date

Design Strategy
If you have an exis�ng Design Strategy or Design Theme that must be followed, you should clarify
that here. You would likely only have this if you have asked an agency to develop one for you. The
Design Strategy is some�me referred to as Brand Guidelines or a Mood Board. It speciﬁes which
fonts, colors and design theme have been chosen for this brand. A Design Theme is a metaphor
that deﬁnes the aesthe�c direc�on of the Brand. It is an inspira�onal, not a literal execu�on.
When a brand does not have or consistently use a Design Strategy or Theme then over �me the
adver�sing produced for the brand will look like it was made by very diﬀerent agencies with
diﬀerent styles and it may not even look like it was all from the same brand. This tends to weaken
the brand in the marketplace.

Priority of Communication
When a person looks at a piece of adver�sing, their eye o�en goes to certain elements ﬁrst
which cause them to draw conclusions about whether or not the item is relevant. It also impacts
how long they con�nue reading before they move on. In this list you specify the order of priority
for the headlines or visuals as a guide to help the designer. Desired Response
What do you want the viewer of this ad to do? Just know about you? Call and sign up? Refer a
friend? Feel something? Have you enabled that response to the best of your ability

Photography/Video
Will you be supplying exis�ng photography and video for which you have the rights?
Will any new photography or video be required?
Do you expect the designer to source stock images or video?

Talent Objectives
If applicable, what guidelines can you give the agency on the kind of talent (models/actors) you
want in any photos or video elements? Do you want only certain ages, races or styles of people?
Are you looking to show diversity and of what: age, race, style? If yes, then
communicate it here.

Budget
What is the budget for this project? Are there any end of Year end deadlines that have to be
factored in?

Deadlines
Clarify any deadlines that must be met including intermediate steps like legal or regulatory
approval and language transla�on. This is a good place to outline the key dates in the Artwork
Process like Crea�ve Brief approved, Ini�al Concept Presented, Final Concept Approved,
Wording Approved, Final Design & Artwork Approved, Final Artwork produced, Final Artwork
arrives at des�na�on.

Final Approval Person
Who will be approving these materials and who is the FINAL approver? (As in, if there is a
disagreement on something who will make the ﬁnal call?).

